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It is shown that both the Cremer-Isingand Coltman mechanismsfor soundproductionin organ pipesare
comprehended
by a more generalapproach,basedon conservation
of linear momentum.By calculatingforce
per unit area exertedby the jet on a controlvolumecontainingthe mixingregion,and equatingthis to the
differencein pressurealongthe pipe axis, it is possibleto derive an expressionfor acousticparticlevelocity
in the standingwave as a functionof the jet drivingflow spectrum.The momentummodelof the jet-pipe
interactionis ableto explainthe Coltmanradiationsymmetryeffect,and alsoaccountsfor the role of entrained
air in sound production. Additional spectral interaction terms, not previouslynoted, are found to play a
significantrole in the productionof sound-pressure
fluctuations
in the pipe.The fluctuatinglift forceat the
edgeis foundto contributeto the sustenance
of the pipe-cavityoscillationbelowresonance,
opposingit above
resonance.In the near vicinity of the resonantfrequency,edgetoneeffectsare relatively small.
Subject Classification:6.5.

INTRODUCTION

The mechanismof organpipe soundgenerationis of
somehistoricinterest as oneof the "unsolved"problems
of classicalphysics.The computationof normal mode
frequenciesof the pipe is straightforwardenoughand
much goodearly work was doneon thingslike end correction. Nevertheless,the actual processby which the
jet and resonatorinteract to producesoundhas long
remained a mystery. Helmholtz believed the essence

edgetonephenomenon.In fact, it has been commonly
assumedthat pipe soundis simply a couplingof edgetone oscillation to a pipe resonator.ø Mercer,7 in an
article on organ pipe voicing, wisely cautionedagainst
trying to explainpipe mechanismas merely an edgetone effect, since (among other reasons)organ pipe
blowing frequenciesare typically lower than the expected edgetonefrequency. Nevertheless,the intimate
relation between "pipe" tones and edgetonesis such
that progressin the study of one inevitably influenced
the understandingof the other. A carefulexperimental
study by Brown8,øin the late thirties resulted in an
empiricalformula for predicting edgetonefrequencies.
In 1954, using a general integral equation approach,
Nyborg was able to compute jet-edge oscillatingprofiles for an underwateredgetonesystem.•ø,nA physical
model for the mechanismof edgetoneproduction was
developedin the early sixtiesby Powell.TM He showed
that the feedback required to sustain the oscillation
comesfrom the fluctuatinglift forceat the edge,caused
by the impinging jet. At that time he suggestedthat
a similarmechanismmight be responsible
for resonator
control of the oscillationin organ pipes,with primary
feedbackvia the resonatorrather than the edge.
Following through the implicationsof Powell'sidea
Cremer,TM
Ising,•5 and Bechert•ødevelopeda conceptual
modelof the organpipe as a positivefeedbackamplifier
system, separating the mechanism of disturbance
amplification(jet waves)from the mechanismof positive feedback (acousticresonance).In their original
papersdelivered at the 5th International Congresson
Acousticsin 1965, the couplingbetweenthe jet and the
standing-wavefield of the resonatorwas assumedto
be via the acoustic condensationmodel of Helmholtz,
while the feedbackfrom pipe to jet was taken to be a

of the problem to be the introductionof fluctuating
jet fluid into the resonant cavity during periods of
rarefaction, causingacousticcondensation.
•' Rayleigh•
pointed out that this mechanismwould be most effective at locations along a standing wave where the
density fluctuationsare maximum, that is, at velocity
nodes,whereasat velocityantinodesthe jet would tend
to drive the cavity fluid via tangential acceleration.
Since the mouth of an organ pipe is closerto an antinode than a node, he supposedthat the latter mechanism is the predominantone. He attempted no mathematical formulation of the problem, however, concluding that "...
for a fuller explanation we must
probably await a better knowledgeof the mechanicsof
jets." Actually Rayleigh is alsolargely responsiblefor
developingthe theory whichled to someof the "better
knowledge"of jets necessaryto completethe solution.
In Chapter 21 of his Theoryof Soundhe laid the foundation for the theory of jet instability, remarking that
a solutionof this problemis of suchimportance"...
as to demand all the considerationwe can give." An
extensionof Rayleigh'sapproach,the Orr-Sommerfeld
equation, was later successfullyused to account for
the growth of instability in boundarylayersand jets.•-5
Progresson organpipe theory sinceRayleigh has been
slow. Many workers have been preoccupied with simple transverseconvectionof the jet fluid in the
theories of cast-off vortices and the closely related standing wave. Feedback from the fluctuating lift
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force at the edgewas ignored.Later (1968) Cremer17
and Isingla refined their model to allow for jet instability and the effectof entrainedair carriedalongby
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the jet.
The Cremer-Ising theory accountsqualitatively for
several distinctive features of organ pipe oscillation,
namely:

O11 =
Xpl

(1) the associationof the blown frequency with
organpipe modes,
(2) the tendencyof the fundamentalpipe frequency
to risewith blowingpressure,the pipe reachingits peak
sound intensity at a frequency slightly sharp of the

['
(a)

unblown mode, and

(3) the tendencyto excite higher pipe modeswith

Xml

sufficientdriving pressure.

They were able to get fair quantitative agreementwith
experimentaldata for a softly voiced pipe, though it
was necessaryto obtain some of the parameters of
the theory empirically. Their model is not designedto
take spectral interaction into account and would not
be expectedto work well for rich-soundingpipes such
as the diapason.

•
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Objections
to the modelof CremerandI•ing were

Gin1:
Opl:
Zp
Iq_
Zm
•
(b)

raised by Coltman,19who found it difficult to accept
the idea that the jet can causepipe excitation in the
manner of a simple sourceat the mouth. His own apPml
proach was to account for the jet drive as a sort of
pumping mechanism by which the jet produces a
ZmlZpl
fluctuating pressuregradient due to incompressible
reactionto shearforcescreatedby its own decay. (This
is similar to the mechanismwhich had been suggested
vaguely by Rayleigh.) To illustrate the differencebetween the two models of pipe drive, circuit analogies
are given in Fig. 1. For the Cremer-Ising drive mechanism, shownschematicallyin Fig. 1(a), the jet "sees"
Ze Ze-- Zm
I "1"
Zpl
the pipe as a parallel-resonantcircuit consistingof
the mouth branchof impedanceZml and a pipe branch
of impedanceZvl which meet at the driving point. The
soundpressureproducedlocally by the jet is thus the
Pml-- ( Zdt4-Ze)
product of the jet volume flow componentQjl (as(c)
sumedto be the first Fourier componentof the fluctuating jet flow into the pipe) and the parallel acoustic Fro. 1. (a) Equivalent circuit for parallel resonatordrive model
of Cremer and Ising; jet volume flow, Qi•, includes effect of
impedanceZal evaluatedat the driving point:
entrained air. (b) Equivalent circuit for seriesresonatordrive

pml=QjlZdl=QjlFZvlZml/(ZvlqLZml)•.

(1)

modelof Coltman. (c) Approximateequivalentcircuit for momentum model of Elder. This is strictly applicableonly for
sinusoidal

excitation.

In Coltman'smodel,representedby the circuit analogy
of Fig. ! (b), the resonatorbecomesseriesdriven, the mouth branch impedance:
jet supplyinga pressure"emf"
p,• = -Prellre1,
Apl '--(Ss/S•)pV?

(3)

(2)

where the negativesign is used consistentwith the
conventionof positive inward flow. In terms of the
due to its lossof momentumin expandingfrom orifice
differentialpressure,/xpl, this may be written•'ø:

area, S5, to pipe area, S•, where Vi is the initial jet
speed. The resulting local pressureat the mouth is
given by the product of the mouth volume flow, Q,•i
(i.e., the volume flow of the standingwave) and the

pro1
= AplE--Zml/(Zl•l+ Zml)•.

(4)

Note that for Coltman's model, Qyl=0.
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FIG. 2. Schematicrepresentationof momentummodelof organ

pip• drive,showing
controlvolume,MP, overwhichturbulent
m•x•ng takes place.

In support of his point of view, Coltman did an experimentto showthat the sourcestrengthat the two
ends of a symmetrically constructedopen pipe are
equal.21From this he concludedthat there could be no

net simplesourceaction of the jet. His claim for this
as the soleexplanationof the effecthasbeenchallenged
by Elder,22however,who showedthat both the CremerIsing and Coltmanmechanisms
are comprehended
by a
more general approach to the problem, basedon conservationof linear momentum,and that equal source
strengthsat the two ends are to be expectedfor an
openpipe.
It is the purposeof the presentpaper to developthis
approachin somedetail, showinghow the collisionof
the jet fluid with the standingwave field of the resonator gives rise to the rich spectrumassociatedwith
organpipe sound.The result of the analysisis a set of
equations for the Fourier componentsof the acoustic
flow in the pipe in terms of the Fouriercomponents
of
the jet drive and the time, i.e., the complex"acoustic
gain" of the system.Not dealt with in the presentpaper
is the complementaryanalysisof the modulationof the
jet centerlineprofile by the field in the pipe, resulting
in a set of equationsfor jet drive componentsin terms
of pipe flow and time. The analysisof the effectof pipe
on jet gives the mathematical descriptionof the feedback process required to complete the "circuit."
Generalizing Cremer's root-locusmethod, the simultaneoussolution of these two sets of equationsdefines
all of the acceptableloci in solution spacefor stable
oscillatingconditions.This procedure,which is best
done by an iterative computertechniqueon accountof
the several nonlinearities involved,2• will be treated in
a later paper.
I. MOMENTUM

MODEL

OF JET DRIVE

A. Derivation of the General Momentum Equation

To understand how a fluctuating jet can drive a
complexstandingwave in a pipe resonator,it is helpful
to considera simple one-dimensionalmodel that has
many of the essentialfeaturesof the organpipeproblem.
In Fig. 2 is showna long,narrow,openpipeof constant
crosssectionSp and length L (includingappropriate
end correctionfor acousticstandingwaves).Now supposea thin tube of crosssectionSj to be insertedinto
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the pipe a distancex alongthe axis (from the left). By
means of this tube, a jet of air is introducedinto the
pipe in the axial directionat a point near one end. If
the volumeflow of injectedair is Qs,the averagelinear
speedof the jet will be Us=Q•/Sj. For sufficientlygreat
speed,the flow will be turbulent and over-'a short distance, Ax, completemixing with the pipe fluid will
occur.Let the mixingregionbe designatedby planesM
and P throughthe locationsx and x-t-Ax, respectively.
Clearly the mixing processmust acceleratepipe fluid
to the right, up to some average speed Up=Qp/Sp,
where Qp is the pipe volume flow, as the jet fluid is
sloweddown to this speedat planeP. Also,the removal
of pipe fluid from the cylindricalregionMP must cause
a droppingof static pressureat plane M, drawing in
freshpipe fluid from the left end at averagespeedUm.
Letting Sm be the effective pipe crosssectionin the
region penetrated by the tube, the volume flow into
the left end of the pipe is Qm-UrnSre.For acousticflow
the averagevalues Up and Um are very nearly equal
to their axial values,and in what followswe will ignore
the distinction between average and axial values of
these velocities.

Now supposethat the jet flow is modulatedby some
externalvalving actionin periodicfashion.Specifically,
let the jet volumeflow rate be givenby the expression

Qi=Qsoq- • Qi,•cos(nc0tq-½s•).

(5)

This will causea disturbanceof fundamentalfrequency
f=co/2•- and wavelengthX to be present in the pipe.
If most of the mixing processtakes place away from
the walls of the pipe, the tangential stressdue to skin
friction will be small and the lossof jet momentumin
MP will resultmainly in the simplepressurerise from
Pmat plane M to pp at plane P. The net force on the
control volume MP due to this pressuredifferencecan
then be equated to the rate at which momentum is
building up in MP'

--pOpAx-+(Mm--Mp) = (pp--pm)Sp,

(6)

where Mp and Mm are the rates of convectionof linear
momentum past planes P and M, respectively. The
momentumof the fluid at P is beingconvectedat speed
Up, so that
Mp= (pUvSp)Up,
(7)

while the rate of momentum flow through M has two
parts'

Mm= (pUsSs)U3+ (pUmSm)
Urn.

(8)

Finally, if Ax/X<<I, we may take the flow throughMP
to be approximatelyincompressible,
giving

UpSp= UjSj+ UmSm.

(9)
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SubstitutingEqs. 7, 8, and 9 in Eq. 6,

gives

pax( •jA jpq-•mAmp)q- (pp-- pm)= pC?Ajp(1-- Aip)
q-pUm2Amp(1--Amp)--2pVjUmAmpAjp,(10)

Ppo--Pmo-p•lip[-(1--Aip)Sjo2

where Ajp:Sj/Sp and Amp=Sm/Sp, Now if we associatethe fluctuationsin Umand Up with longitudinal
acousticwavesin the pipe, then the pressureat M will,
in general,be made up of adc term, pmo,and the sum
of the partial acousticpressuresdue to the Fourier
componentsof flow contained in Urn. Likewise, the
pressureat P will be made up of adc term, Pp0,plus
a sumof partial pressures
due to the Fouriercomponents
of Up. In phasornotation-

Pm=pmo
-- Y'• ZmnUmnSm,
Pp= pp0+ •

(11)

Z'pnUp,•Sp,

n•l

+Amj(1 -- Amp)•JrmO
2
+ •

UjoVmo•

•pAjp•(1--Ajp) Ujn2•Amj(1--•mp)amn2

n=l

--2AmpVjnUmnCOS(•j,•--•mn)•, (14)
where Amj:Sm/S]. This tells us that there will be adc

thrust on the controlvolume,due principallyto lossof
dynamicpressureby the jet. The strengthof the effect
is reducedby the area ratio, since the jet does not
initially fill the pipe crosssection.The pressuredrop
acrossMP is augmentedby rectificationof the fluctuating components
of velocityand by additionalcontributions due to interactionsbetweenjet and pipe flow
componentsof same order.

where

Um,•= Um,•exp[-/(rtwl-['-rkm,O
-],
Upn= Upnexp[j (nwt+rkp,•)J
= Uj,•Aj•+ Um,•Amp,(12)
U• = Q•/S•= s• exp[-j(nwt+4,.i•)-]
and where Zm• and Z pn' are the values of the complex
acoustic impedancesat the nth harmonic evaluated
along the axis of the pipe (lookingoutward from the

C. Equation for the Fundamental

The equation relating terms of first order in the
Fourier expansionis the following'

SmUml• (Qml)t+ (Qml)tt+(Qml)tt t,

(Qml)t= [-- Zpl/(Zsl+ R•)]Qil,

(15)

(16a

controlvolume)at planesM and P, respectively;i.e., (Qml),t = [(2p/Xp)/(Zsl+ R/)3
Zmn= Zm(nw),Zp•'= Zp'(nw).The resultingmomentum
X { (1--A•p)[Uso+•U• exp(4•--2½51)•
conservationequationis then
--Amp[Umo+•Um•expj(½ma-2½5l)•}Q•l, (16b)
Ppo--pmo
q-Y'• Re[Ztpn(Amprmnq-AipUjn)Sp
n----1
(Oml)I,I = [pAjpeJ•t/(Zsl+Rs)•
+ ZmnUmnSm+
jp6kAxn(Ujn.4jp+ Umn•4
mp)3
X• UaUjnUi(n+l)+bUmnUm(n+l)
=•(1-•A(Re
E U•) •
r•----0
+cU•Um(•+I)+dU•(•+I)Um•,
(16c)
and where
q-pAmp(1--Amp)(ReY'• Umn)2
n•
0
Z•I=Zml+Z•I
--2pAmpAjp(ReY'• Uin)(Re Y'• Umn). (13)
•combined seriesimpedanceof resonator,
n----0

n----0

Owing to the orthogonalityof the Fourier Seriesexpansion,substitutionof Eqs. 12 into Eq. 13 leads to
an infinite set of equationsrelating the U• and the
Umn,one for eachof the Fouriercomponents.
These
will be consideredseparately.The above approach,
although it makes use of the "linear" conceptsof
Fourier analysisand impedance,is valid in this case
becausewe have required the drive to be periodic.
Benadeand Gans,TMwho pioneeredthe non-differentialequation approachto nonlinear systems,have shown
that this procedureis also applicableto the caseof
self-excitedoscillation,wheneversteady-stateperiodic

Zvl = Zpl'+ jack•x/S•
•pipe impedanceevaluated at plane M,

R•= (2vg•/S•){ U•o+•U•
Xexpj(•--2•l)--[(1--AmA/As•
X[Wmo+•Um• expj(•mS--2•ml)•},

(17)

a= (I--A/p) expj[•(•+l)--•5•,

b=Ami(1--Amv) expj[•m(•+l)--•m•,
C=--Amp expj[•m(•+l) --•i•,

d=--Amp expj[•5(•+l) --•m•.

Equation 15 can be given an interesting physical
interpretation.As we shallprove in a moment, the first
term gives the contribution to the first-order volume
B. Zero-Order Equation
flow from an equivalent simple source of the kind
Collectingterms of zero order in the Fourier expan- envisioned by Helmholtz and later quantified by
sionrepresented
by Eq. 13,i.e., the time averagevalues, Cremer and Bechert. The secondterm gives the consolutions are realized?
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tribution from a fluctuating pressuregradient, due to
shear, of the kind suggestedvaguely by Rayleigh and
used as a model by Coltman. The third term involves
contributions to the first order flow due to spectral
intermodulation.Thus it appearsthat the explanations
proposedby Cremerand associates
and by Coltmanare
complementaryrather than contradictory.Each mechanism contributes to the acoustic drive processin a
different way. The third term, representinga purely
nonlineardrive mechanism,doesnot seemto have been
previouslyanticipated.
To establish the above identifications,considerfirst
the partial soundpressureat M due to the first term
in Eq. 15:

(Pml)•= -Zml(Qm0, = [-ZmlZv/(Z•l+ Rs)JQjl. (18)

Exceptfor the smallterm Rj, whichseemsto represent
a sort of intrinsic jet resistance,Eq. 18 is identical with
the parallel-resonantcircuit representationof Cremer

formula. This interpretation of the secondterm in
Eq. 15, therefore,seesa circuit which is series-resonant,
with the drive beingsuppliedby purely hydrodynamic
reaction to a fluctuating shear causedby the jet, as
representedin Fig. l(b). Notice, however, that Apl
actually goesto zero as Q•i goesto zero (Eq. 20), so
that the zero driving flow condition associatedwith
this circuit cannot be realized under the circumstances
considered.

The third term in Eq. 15 is the sum of all higher
spectralinteractioncontributionsto the first-orderpipe
flow that do not containQ•i explicitly. Althoughthis
term can be thought of as simply furnishinga higherorder addition to the series resonant drive term, the

analogy holds only for some particular mode of jet
modulation.It is perhapsbetter to think of the third
term as a separatetype of acousticsourcethat stems
from pure nonlinearinteraction.
For the specialcaseof sinusoidaljet modulation,the
third term vanishesidentically, allowing us to write
an unambiguous
expression
for the complex"acoustic
gain" of the system:

and Ising [-SeeEq. 1 and Fig. 1(a)•. It may be shown
(See AppendixA) that the seriesimpedance,Z•i, is
usually quite large in comparisonwith R•, even at
resonance,so the neglectof R• is justified as a first
Qml/Qjl= -Zvl/(Z•l+ R•)
approximation. This term accounts, then, for the
+[-(2o/Sp)/(Z•+R•)-]{ (1-Asp)Ujo-Amp
partial soundpressureat M due to acousticcondensaX[-Um0+«Cm•expj(½m2-2½•1)•}, (24)
tion, it beingproportionalto the fluctuatingjet volume
flow Qil. The conditionP•=Pvimplied by the circuitof where,also,we have ignoredtermsin Umhigherthan
Fig. l(a) can never be completelyrealized. Even for Um2.In termsof the total pipe flow, this becomes
the Helmholtz mechanism there is a small pressure
gradient due to internal inertia of the control volume. Qvl/Qjl = Qml/Q•i+ 1= (Zml+Rj)/(Z•l+ Rs)
To interpret the secondterm in Eq. 15 we write the
+[-(20/3•,)/(Z•l+Rs)-]{ (1-Ajv) U•0
expressionfor partial pressureat M in terms of a
--AmpESmo-q-«Cm2
expj(qbm•-2q6•0-]}. (25)
Coltman-typedifferentialpressure:
It is worth pointingout that neither of the first two
(p•0,t = -- Z• (Q•),t • ap• (-Zm,/Z•).
(19) circuitdiagrams[-Figs.1(a) and ! (b)] describethe way
By comparisonwith Eq. 4 we may identify the dif- in which the systemactually behaves.In general,the
organpipe oscillatordoesnot lend itself to electrical
ferential pressureacrossMP as
analogy.However,for the caseof sinusoidaljet drive,
2p
it is possibleto synthesize
systemperformance
by adding to the parallelresonantnetworkan effectiveseries
Z• [-asin Fig. 1(c)] givenapproximatelyby
-•[W•o+•U•:eS(O•-O•l)J}Q•.
(20) impedance
the expression:

For a typical pipe, A•v<<l and A•vU•,2(A•vU•o((Uyo.
Therefore, if we restrict attention to the casefor which

Ze-- (2pc/Xv)[--Zm/(Z•FJrRi)-](Uio/C),

(26)

the jet modulation is nearly sinusoidal (making where c is the speedof soundin air.
The importanceof the addedelementin Fig. l(c)
U•2<<U•0),the expressionfor Ap• is greatly simplified:
can be estimatedby calculatingthe ratio of Z• to the
Apl=2p(Sj/Sv)Ui•Uio expt$(•t+½•)•
(21) impedanceZal of the parallelnetwork:
For someparticular steady-stateflow modulationmode
(27)
Z,/Za• = (2pc/Sv)(U•o/c)/Zv•.
of the jet we can write

Us•=glUso

(22)

Near resonance,

IZplI • IZm • (p•/Sp)(mAr),

(28)

(where,in general,the constantg• is to be determined
where/XL is the mouth end correctionof the pipe and k
by Fourier analysisof Ui), givingfinally
is the acousticpropagationconstant.Therefore,the

I APll = (2gl)(Ss/Sv)pU5o,

(23)

which, to within a constant,is identicalwith Coltman's
1558
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magnitudeof the ratio nearresonance
is givenby
IZe/Z•ll = (2Ujo/C)(kAh)
-1.

(29)
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Typical open pipes have mouth end correctionsin the remainingeffectwouldhaveto comefrom higherterms
neighborhood
of one-tenthof the pipelength,whilethe in the series.For a diapasonpipe, on the other hand,
wavelengthat the fundamentalis roughly twice the Us•= Us•= Us•= 2Uso,so that (Q,a•)m-' (Q,a•)•. Therelength.Thus the term k/XLis of the order•r/10 or about fore, we concludethat for pipesvoicedfor symmetrical
0.3. Although jet Mach number tends to increasewith jet edge, the interaction term will be small, whereas
the designfrequencyof the pipe, the value of 2Uso/C for stronglyasymmetricalvoicing,the interactionterm
=0.053 for the experimental
pipe usedby Ising•smay will have to be considered
wheneverthe type-II source
be considered
typical. This leadsto an estimatedvalue is important.
for the ratio of 0.20 or less.The parallel network is
An additionalsignificance
of the type-III sourceterm
probablydominantnearresonance,
therefore.However, is that it providesa meansfor explainingthe coupling
Ising'sinvestigation
showedthat the optimumdriving effectsbetweenmodes.Usinga pipe with modal strucpoint for a pipe is aboveresonance.For this case the ture perturbed from its natural state, Benade26 has
larger jet Mach numberand smallerpipe impedance shownthat the spectrumof a blown pipe cannotbe
both conspireto increase the effectivenessof Z,. It
explained via simple passive superpositiontheory.

thus appearsthat both types of sourceterms must be
taken into accountin general.
The relativeimportanceof the third term in Eq. 15

Although the effectsare not so bizarre as those noted
by him2afor stronglynonlinearreedinstruments(where
the ability to excitea modeat all may dependon the
for nonsinusoidal
excitationdependson the way in impedanceat an upper modefrequency),yet there is
whichthe jet is modulated.There are two specialcases clearly a spectral coupling effect indicated for flue
of interest.If the jet edgeis symmetricallyplaced, pipes. The type-III sourceterm providesone of the
then we may assume"squarewave" modulation.16For nonlinearmechanisms
responsible
for suchphenomena.
a very asymmetricallyplacedjet edge,as in diapason
and string-tonedpipes, "delta function" drive will
D. Second- and Higher-Order Terms
result? A rough estimate of the ratio of the third to
Extracting terms of secondorder from Eq. 13
the secondcomponentof Q,•i is possiblefor thesecases.
and
solving for the complex volume flow rate at
Keepingonly the leadingterm in the summation,
M yields

(Q,•)m/(Q,•x)t, =«(uss/Uso)(Usa/usx).(30)
For square-wavemodulation, Usa vanishesand the

(31)
where

(32a)

(32b)

(32c)
and where

It may be verifiedby inspectionthat the samethree
types of sourcesoccur for the secondorder as for the

(33)

fundamentalfield (compareEqs. 15, 16, and 17). As
a matter of notational convenience,the type-Ill interaction termsinvolvingcomponentsof order lower than
two were separated from the general summation in
Eq. 32c. The presenceof the seriesimpedancein the
denominatorof each term guaranteesthat Q,a2will
be favored for a driver frequencyin the vicinity of
the secondlongitudinalpipe mode. Since pipe mode
frequenciesare normally "stretched," however, and
the frequencyof Qs•is necessarily
an integralmultiple
of that for Qs•,it is virtually impossible
for bothmodes
to be excitedto maximumat once.As blowingpressure
is increased(causingthe jet speedto rise), there is a
The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America
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Returning to the equation for the fundamental, an
alternative interpretation of the secondterm in Eq. 15
is that it representsan additional volume flow, entrained by the jet in the mixingprocess,and therefore
an enhancementof the simple sourcedrive. This is
analogousto the point of view adoptedby Cremer and
Ising in their 1968 paper.17 From experiment they
became convinced that, although the jet starts out
with a volumeflow proportionalto the initial jet speed
V•.,the effectivefinal volumeflow is proportionalto Vj•',
owingto entrainmenteffects.They determinedempirically the following formula for the relation between
(Qj•)finaland V• for the conditionsof their particular
organpipe:

tt. STANDING-WAVE
f/f PIPE
O-•

•

A.

METER

TRAVELING-WAVE

OSCILLATOR
.•,[•
*'-'•-"P
IPE

Fro. 3. Schematicof apparatus used by Ising for measuring
the amount of fluctuating jet and entrained air flow as a function
of jet velocity. [-From H. Ising?•

tendency for the amplitude of second harmonic to
increase at the expenseof fundamental for a pipe
blown above its lowest mode. As Elder2• has shown,
somediapasonsarevoicedto makethe secondharmonic
nearly in tune at the secondpipe mode, resultingin a
secondharmonic almost as strong as the fundamental.
Sincethe higher-ordercomponents
of Qmfollow equations similar to Eqs. 31, 32, and 33, we may generalize
by saying that, for asymmetricaljet-edgevoicing, the
characterof the spectrumof Umis primarily determined
by the relative nearnessof driver harmonicsand pipe
modes.This is in accordance
with the intuitive "recipe"
concept of tone spectra suggestedby Benade27 some

yearsago.Allowance
must'be made,however,
for a
certain amount of nonlinearcouplingbetweenmodesas
pointed out by Benadein a later paper.2•

For the specialcase of sinusoidalexcitation, Qm2
does not vanish, thanks to the type-Ill

source term.

(Q/1)final
= 0.032S/V••.ma/s.

(34)

Since their work is not available in English,•ø we will
describebriefly their method. The apparatus,which is
illustrated schematicallyin Fig. 3, employed a jet
driven acrossa symmetricalclosedpipe at the center.
Opposite to the jet orifice was a flow-dividing edge
leadingon one side to another sectionof pipe damped
so as to producetraveling waves. The crosspipe was
supposedto provide resonantstanding-waveconditions
similarto thosefoundin the mouth of the experimental

pipe,whilethe traveling-wave
pipeprovideda meansof
collectingand measuringthe total jet-and-entrainedair
flow. The fluctuating componentof the total collected
flow was detected by measuringthe sound pressure,
Pl, of the traveling wave, and taking Q•i= (Sv/pc)p•.
The constant,0.032 s/m, was obtainedfrom the slope
of the straight line formed by plotting Qi• vs V••', the
value of Vj being estimated from upstream pressure.
Referringnow to Eq. 16b, the entrainedair flow in
our representationappearsas an addition, not to the
jet stream but directly to the pipe flow. A rough
comparisonwith the empirical formula, Eq. 34, is
possibleif we neglect all but the first term in the
bracket (dropping the area ratio factor) and assume
the pipe to be near resonance.
The magnitudeof the flow
enhancementis then approximately

This dependsnot only on Uj• but on components
of U•
of order both lower and higher than two (See Eq.
32c), and these in turn depend on still higher-order
components.It is clear, therefore,that even with ideal
sinusoidalexcitation, the spectrumof pipe soundmust
(Q•l)•t = 2glpU•o•'(S•/Sv)/(Rsl+
Rjl),
(35)
become increasinglyrich with amplitude. For pipes
voiced asymmetrically to enhancethe nonsinusoidal WhereRs• is the real part of Z•, and R• is the leading
characterof the jet drive, the radiatedspectrumis very term in Rj.
Following Ising,•8 we may relate R• to the more
broad indeed. Boner•'8 found significant energy components out to the 30th harmonic for string-toned easily measurabledamping constant of the system,
pipes, and the 20th for diapasons.There is, of coursea which is defined in terms of the "3-dB" points on the
practical limit to the jet-drive spectrum due to the power level curve:
finite rate at which the jet is capableof crossinginto
6= &fad•/f•es.
(36)
the pipe. The maximum switching rate for the jet is
for constant
doubtlessdependent,in turn, on the scaleof the pipe, Sincepower is proportionalto I
we may determinethe 3-dB pointsfrom the
via feedbackin the jet modulation.From the character I
of the diapasonspectrumwe may infer that the time equationfor acousticgain. Referringto Eq. 25 (alspentby the jet in crossingthe edgeis on the order of a though this equation applies strictly for sinusoidal
20th of a period.
excitationonly) we seethat the conditionfor resonance
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